
 

Only 3% of India’s engineering graduates land high-quality tech jobs with 
packages upwards of 8-10L 

Over 80% of these graduates end up pursuing non-technical careers due to lack of available employement 
opportunities 

 

In a bid to boost employability among engineering graduates, InterviewBit launches Scaler Edge, a 
first of its kind college-companion program 

 
Bengaluru, 16 July, 2020 – To address the gap between skills needed for high-quality technology jobs and                 
work-readiness of graduates, Scaler (a platform by edtech start-up InterviewBit) has launched a first of its kind                 
college-companion program called Scaler Edge – to boost the employability of engineering students.             
Additionally, to meet the growing demand for online skilling courses, the company plans to hire 500 more                 
teaching assistants and mentors in this financial year. 
 
Per industry estimates, 15 lakh engineers graduate in India every year out of which only 2.5 lakh students land                   
relevant jobs in technical domains. Out of those roughly 2.2 lakh openings are in software, within which a vast                   
majority (1.8 lakh jobs) are in IT services garnering around only INR 3-5 LPA in remuneration. The lack of                   
industry-ready skills is a significant contributor to the current status of employment across the industry. To                
address this discrepancy, a 2-year college-companion program designed with input from top CTOs and              
engineers across tech companies, is being launched by Scaler to help students build industry oriented skill-sets                
and pursue career tracks of the future.  
 
Estimates further suggest that of the available engineering jobs, only approx. 40,000 jobs (for ~3% of ~15L                 
engineers) provide an ideal mix of autonomy and learning potential with packages upwards of INR 8-10 LPA for                  
freshers. Additionally, of the 3% of graduates that land coveted high paying and high-quality jobs, the majority                 
come from Tier 1 colleges—implying the lack of good quality opportunities for students from Tier 2 & Tier 3                   
colleges. The inequity in available employment opportunities across institutions leads to around 12.5 lakh              
engineers almost every year who have to reroute options and pursue non-technical opportunities to stay afloat.  
 
In an effort to boost the availability of skilled tech talent, this program requires no prior experience in                  
technology or coding and is open to students of all streams. Scaler believes that this program will be the only                    
Edge a student will ever need to start their career in technology. Unsurprisingly, it was found that the most                   
successful engineers and CTOs in the industry claimed 4 key pillars to be at the core of their success –                    
mentorship, a strong foundation, hands-on learning and inspiring peers. The Edge program is built with these                
pillars in mind to give current and future students the opportunity that college students have long wished for.                  
Year 1 of the program covers foundations in computer science, followed by students selecting a career track in                  
year 2 out of the 5 most coveted fields in Indian tech namely:  

● Data science  
● Machine learning / AI  
● Mobile development  
● Full-stack development  
● Back-end development  

 
This unique college companion program has been created keeping in mind the busy schedule of traditional                
universities. Students only need to devote about 8 to 10 hours weekly to the program, and they also have the                    
option to pause the program during exam season. Upon completion of the Scaler Edge program, students                
receive a Scaler Edge Career Capstone certificate. The course also helps students work on functional projects                
that can be added to their resumes to highlight their capabilities to future employers.  
 
Speaking on the new offering, Abhimanyu Saxena, Co-Founder, InterviewBit & Scaler Academy said - “In light                
of industry data that highlights the lack of skills needed for high quality jobs among engineering graduates, we                  
wanted to ensure that students have the best resources available to master industry-oriented skills and               
improve their employment opportunities. With this at the forefront of our efforts, we devised Scaler Edge,                

https://www.scaler.com/edge/


 

which functions on a simple formula The Techie Edge = (effort * intelligence) ^ mentorship. We believe that                  
learning directly from industry experts and getting mentored by those at the forefront of tech innovation in                 
India is essential to creating future tech leaders. At Edge, mentorship amplifies learning. We strongly believe                
that this offering will provide future techies with a certain edge that will help them land relevant growth roles                   
to further their careers and eventually become the job-creators of Atmanirbhar Bharat in software and               
technology.” 
 
Anshuman Singh, Co-Founder, InterviewBit & Scaler Academy said - “We have always believed in the               
importance of industry-ready learning and personal mentorship as these lay the foundations for sustainable              
success. Our offerings are built bearing in mind the need for a strong industry connect which most graduates                  
might not have access to at their current level. We believe that COVID has presented us with a                  
once-in-a-generation opportunity to bring the highest quality of industry-ready live learning from instructors             
with experience at top tech companies. We are eager to work with the new batch of Scaler Edge students and                    
look forward to learning alongside them through this program.” 
 
Addressing the growing need for lifelong learning in a professional’s career, Scaler is built with the mission of                  
helping talent scale. The edtech leader has created a growth ecosystem with 3 key offerings – Scaler Edge,                  
Scaler Academy and Scaler Plus. Scaler Edge offers industry exposure at an early stage to university students to                  
help boost their employability and cater to industry requisites sought in freshers. Scaler Academy looks at                
accelerating careers of early tenure professionals with 0-3 years of work experience, while Scaler Plus is a tech                  
leadership curriculum built for mid-tenure techies with 3+ years of work-experience that have the potential to                
be future CTOs and entrepreneurs. Together, Scaler programs are aimed at developing an elite ecosystem of                
engineers and mentors to help talent scale and build the next generation of global tech leaders from India. 
 
About Scaler:  
Launched in April 2019, Scaler is a one of its kind platform that provides the highest quality technology                  
education in the world. Scaler’s meticulously structured programs transform the skills of software aspirants              
and professionals by using a modern curriculum with exposure to the latest technologies. Students enrolled in                
Scaler are mentored and taught by tech leaders and subject matter experts working with leading organisations                
including Google, Facebook, Twitter and Netflix, among others. Students of Scaler have access to over 300                
working professionals from top software companies across the globe including Amazon, Google, Facebook,             
Netflix and Twitter among others who act as instructors, mentors and career coaches. Within just 12 months                 
of launch, Scaler has built a reputation for tech excellence with tech placements comparable to leading                
institutes. 
For more information, please refer: www.scaler.com  
 
About InterviewBit: 
InterviewBit was founded in 2015 by Abhimanyu Saxena and Anshuman Singh. It’s an online platform that                
teaches students and young professionals the skills needed for technology jobs, mentors them to crack               
recruitment processes as well as provides referrals to the best opportunities in the software industry across                
the globe. Today, InterviewBit has more than a million registered software developers with over 300k monthly                
active users. Over 600 global aspirational companies work with InterviewBit for their hiring requirements such               
as Google, Uber, Amazon, Facebook, Flipkart, Myntra and Dunzo, among others where more than 4000               
students have been placed through the platform thus far. For more information, please refer:              
www.interviewbit.com  
 
For more information contact –  

Simran Thakur | 8095877033 | simran@interviewbit.com  
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